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Here are some
of my thoughts, and
some insights from
the Air Force Chief
of Staff Gen. David
Goldfein. Gen.
Goldfein wrote a
short but great book
when he was a colonel called “Sharing
Success—Owning
Failure.” It is a must
r e a d f o r C AW G
commanders. This
book can be downloaded for free at http://aupress.
maxwell.af.mil/.
First of all, I want to thank all those people
who are leading the way to a better CAP in CAWG.
While we think of squadron and group commanders as our primary leaders in CAP; leadership
can be taken on by seniors or cadets, in any duty
position, at any grade. It probably drives active
duty USAF staff a little crazy that CAP has lieutenants and captains in charge of squadrons, and
that majors and lt. colonels report up through the
chain of command to them: such is life in a CAP
squadron. In CAP, sometimes you’re a follower
and sometimes you’re a leader, and you need to be
able to step between those two roles easily. Please
take every opportunity to lead the way.
So if grade/rank is not the key to leadership in
CAP, what is? The starting point for effective leadership in Civil Air Patrol is the desire to help our
Continued on page 3 . . .
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Passing of Colonel Carleton Morrison
Col. Jon Stokes, CAP
Pacific Region Commander
It is with an extremely heavy heart that I report the passing of our friend,
colleague, and Region Vice Commander, Col. Carleton Morrison. Col.
Morrison died late Friday evening near Petaluma, California at the controls
of his personal aircraft.
Col. Morrison began serving CAP in 2006 when he joined Fallbrook
Senior Squadron 87 in the California Wing and was soon recruited onto
the wing staff as a legal officer and legislative affairs officer. There he
was instrumental in helping to pass landmark employment protection
legislation to protect CAP members called out to perform our missions.
In 2016, Col. Morrison joined the Pacific Region staff as one of our two
vice commanders, handing strategic planning, recruitment and retention, and new missions.
Prior to joining CAP, Col. Morrison served our country as a
Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Marine Corps and retired after 20
years of honorable service. Col Morrison was a proud Vietnam veteran.
Col. Morrison was the type of Airman that we should all aspire to
be–dedicated, compassionate, and always forward looking. He will be missed
every day.

Commander’s Comments Continued from page 1
members reach both personal and organizational
goals. Besides the desire to be a leader, you need to
be familiar with the regulations and be technically
competent in our three main missions - cadet programs, aerospace education, and operations. Having
a desire to be, and being technically competent, are
merely the prerequisites for CAP leadership. Now
it gets tougher: you need to become a competent
leader. Start by observing and reading about quality
leadership. You are leading volunteers. Be respectful of all your team members and plan on listening
to others more than giving directions. Most importantly, you must lead by example. As an effective
CAP leader, you will not be ordering anybody to go
anywhere to do anything. What we as leaders must
be doing is explaining, persuading, and asking your
fellow members to help you accomplish the goals
that you and your leadership team have set before
you. Here are some thoughts taken from Gen.
Goldfein’s book.
“Excellent leaders stand for absolute integrity,
absolute honesty. They preach the concept of

honesty in the organization. Excellent leaders
practice integrity in thought, word, and deed. And
they insist upon integrity and honesty on the part
of their subordinates.”
—Gen W. L. Creech, USAF, Retired
“Leaders have the ability to inspire others to
achieve what managers say is not feasible.”
—Gen Colin Powell, USA, Retired —Secretary of
State, Retired
“A leader must be able to look a man in the eye
when he fires him and weep for him at the same
time.”
—Vice Adm James Stockdale, USN, Retired
“The single most important element of success
in war is leadership. Leaders inspire others to
achieve “above and beyond.” The expectations
of both leader and follower play key roles in the
development of leadership, as do the leader’s
vision, the working environment, and the example
established by the leader.”
— Gen David Goldfein, Air Force Chief of Staff
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Former CAWG Commander Achieves
Longtime Dream
Col. Kenneth W. Parris fulfilled a
decades long wish when he was appointed
a CAP chaplain on November 18, 2017 at
the California Wing Education Conference.
In recognition of Col. Parris’ 41 years of
CAP service, the appointment was performed by the Chief of the CAP Chaplain
Corps, Chaplain Col. Charlie Sattgast.
Chaplain Parris will serve as an advisor
to the California Wing Chaplain and as
Chaplain to East Bay Cadet Squadron 18.
Chaplain Parris is an ordained deacon
in the Episcopal Church, currently serving at Grace Cathedral, San Francisco;
the church where he was ordained on
December 2, 1995. A sworn police officer
Chaplain Col. Charlie Sattgast, Chief of the CAP Chaplain Corps pins
for the Oakland Police Department since
newly appointed chaplain, Col. Ken Parris, with the Christian Chaplain
1985, Chaplain Parris initially pursued
insignia.
ordination so he could serve as a law
enforcement chaplain for the department. After ordination, Chaplain Parris founded the Oakland Police
Chaplain Corps and was appointed Oakland’s first police chaplain.
Despite this background, Col. Parris faced multiple stumbling blocks on his chosen path to CAP
chaplaincy. One was a CAP policy in the 1990s that placed certain restrictions on moral leadership officers. Another was an Episcopal Church policy of not endorsing ordained deacons for military chaplaincy.
However, their Chaplain Selection Board made an exception–the first time in the history of the Episcopal
Church a vocational deacon has been endorsed for appointment as a CAP chaplain.
Retiring from active law enforcement duties
in November 2012, Chaplain Parris continues
to serve as an Oakland Police chaplain, as well
as Alameda County Sheriff’s chaplain and San
Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Police chaplain.
Chaplain Parris, a former Eaker cadet, has served
in command positions at the flight, squadron,
group, and wing levels, serving as the California
Wing commander from 2007 to 2011. Chaplain
Parris has also held inspector general positions
at the group, wing, and region levels before
being selected as the Civil Air Patrol Inspector
General in December 2011. After concluding his
term as CAP Inspector General, Chaplain Parris
remained at National Headquarters, serving as
Chaplain Col. Ken Parris is congratulated by his church
the Deputy Executive Officer and Assistant to
colleague and friend, the Reverend Canon Nina Pickerrell,
the CAP Vice Commander.
Cathedral Deacon of Grace Cathedral, San Francisco.
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The Cadet Physical Fitness Test and the
Cycle of Leadership
Capt. Richard M. Green, CAP
It was a warm August evening. The cadets
of Saddleback Composite Squadron 68 had just
completed the sit up, push up, and sit & reach portions of the Cadet Physical Fitness Test (CPFT),
and were lining up for the one-mile run. As a Cadet
Activities Officer, I am armed with a clipboard,
pen, roster, and stop watch, and am dutifully
recording the cadets’ results for each part the test.
Squadron 68’s cadets exhibit a broad range
of physical conditioning. Some are in top condition and could easily pass the U.S. Air Force
Academy’s demanding PT test. Some struggle
with the relatively low bar of CAP CPFT Phase I
standards. As the cadets take off running the onemile run, one of our newer cadets (“Cadet X”) who
struggled through the push up and sit up portions
and failed the sit and reach started walking on the
first turn.
I’ve presided over this exam many times.
I know the flight sergeant’s usual reaction to a
cadet that stops running: a bellicose cry of “NO
WALKING!” However, this evening I saw something different. The sergeant ran to the other side
of the track and alongside the walking cadet. They
stopped, briefly exchanged words, and then they
started running together.
Squadron 68’s one-mile track consists of four
laps around the headquarters building parking lot.
By the time the sergeant and Cadet X started their
final lap, most of the other cadets had finished the
run. Those who had finished fell in behind the pair.
As the sergeant and the cadet rounded the final
turn, the entire cadet corps was running behind the
pair and chanting this cadet’s name.
As the cadet, sergeant, and squadron crossed
the finish line, I realized that I had just witnessed
two distinct and amazing things: I saw a sergeant
apply the principles of leadership. The sergeant
used his power and influence to inspire those who
fell under his responsibility to perform to their
highest potential. I saw a sergeant discover what
his follower needed to succeed, and he delivered

it. Although I have no idea what he said, I saw his
words inspire a cadet who had accepted failure
to resume running. This was an amazing sight
indeed.
I saw the cadet do something equally amazing.
Cadet X is relatively new to CAP, is unaccustomed
to physical exercise, and struggled to meet the
CPFT standard. In only a few months of membership, I’ve seen this cadet try the CPFT and fail.
And starting the CPFT this evening, Cadet X was
not confident of passing or even finishing. In a
world of participation trophies and grading on a
curve, I witnessed a cadet accept the instruction of
a superior, dig deep, and give it all in an attempt to
surpass the published CPFT standard.
As I recorded the cadet’s run time, I broke out
with a broad smile. This cadet just did something
that Cadet X believed to be impossible. Cadet X
passed. By toeing the line and giving it all, the
cadet discovered that with guidance, seemingly
impossible things are quite doable. Doing the
impossible is somewhat addictive. Cadet X will
want to do the impossible again.
By passing the CPFT, Cadet X will likely be
promoted. With continued effort and improvement,
this cadet will rise in the ranks until Cadet X is a
sergeant. And when Sergeant X sees a struggling
cadet start walking at the first turn of the one-mile
run, the cycle of leadership will repeat.
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SHOW YOUR STRIPES!
CMSgt Noel Furniss
October 17, 2013 brought about a major USAF restructuring of the CAP noncommissioned officer (NCO) corps. Prior to this date, only a former active-duty
military NCO could become a CAP NCO, with no rank progression permitted
within CAP. With the USAF-initiated change, NCOs are now able to progress and
be promoted through the ranks just as they would in the military. By providing
CAP with increased access to the experience of former NCOs from the Air Force,
Army, Marines, Navy and Coast Guard, an additional resource is available to train
and advise CAP members who lack prior military service in the basics of military
organization, leadership, and management. It also allows CAP senior members to
become NCOs.
“The NCO Corps is the
backbone of any organization and brings a wealth
of information to the table,” according to Maj.
Gen. Chuck Carr, the (former) CAP Commander.
“This is the start of success.” CAP California Wing
Command Chief, Noel Furniss, reiterated at the
recent California Wing Education Conference:
“This change will provide CAP commanders with
increased access to the professional military skills,
training, and experience of former NCOs.” CAWG
commander Col. Alan Ferguson let it be known that
Chief Master Sergeant (CMSgt) Furniss “will be Daniel Ginsberg, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
and Reserve Affairs, approves a proposal for the
my eyes and ears to find Manpower
Civil Air Patrol to restructure their Non-Commissioned Officer
ways to help squadrons, Corps on October 18, 2013, in Washington, D.C.
groups, and programs
improve. He will act as a consultant making recommendations for improvements. He will report directly to the Wing Commander. He will mostly be
self-deploying, but units can ask for his help or the command staff can ask him
to visit a unit to provide guidance.”
On September 1st, 2017, CMSgt Furniss interviewed the newly promoted National Commander, Maj. Gen. Mark Smith, at the CAP National
Conference in San Antonio, Texas. He specifically asked Maj. Gen. Smith
for his vision and the way ahead for the CAP senior member (SM) NCO
Corps. Maj. Gen. Smith responded that he “is a strong proponent and advocate of the SM NCO program and it is up to him and the NCOs to sell the
program in CAP!” The general said, “NCOs are professionals and leaders of
SSgt Gregory Jurek of
the
highest caliber!” Maj. Gen. Smith continued, “Civil Air Patrol Leadership
Saddleback Composite
has two layers. The first standard encompasses the SM Officer Corps; that
Squadron 68 showing
cadets the correct position
being ‘positional power (grade).’ The second standard involves the SM
of attention during a
Non-Commissioned Officer Corps with ‘influential power!’ Those with any
leadership exercise at a
military prior service can testify about the influential power of a Chief Master
recent squadron meeting in
Sergeant, Sergeant Major or Master Chief!”
Costa Mesa. SSgt Jurek is
the Recruiting and Retention
Maj. Gen. Smith expanded on his vision of the NCO Corps by saying
Officer in Squadron 68.
he “believes in the power of the NCO program and the impact of the NCOs,
Photo by Squadron 68
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especially in Cadet Programs with their military professionalism and guidance of the NCOs.” Maj. Gen.
Smith said, “CAP can model their leadership roles throughout all three CAP missions from the NCOs.”
He closed by discussing the energetic and solid influential power of the CAP NCOs, who are noted for
their military bearing and leadership skills gained and harvested during their military career.
California Wing is actively searching for prior enlisted members that want to “show their stripes” and
be immediately recognized as “professionals and leaders of the highest caliber!” Less than 20 percent of
CAP senior members nationwide have been identified as having prior military service, making the NCO
Corps a small, elite, professional component of any wing! If a member is interested in the only program
in CAP that recognizes prior enlisted service, contact CMSgt Noel Furniss at noel.furniss@cawgcap.org.
The NCO program eligibility requirements are defined in CAPR 35-5, Paragraph 6.2.1:
Currently those CAP members who are military or former military NCOs and do not wish to be
considered for CAP officer grades may be appointed to a CAP NCO grade under provisions of this
section. The CAP initial grade granted will be equivalent to the grade held in the active duty military,
Reserve or National Guard. Current or former military members holding the grade E-4 and wish to
hold a CAP NCO grade will be appointed to the grade of SSgt after completion of Level I. All of this
will be strictly confirmed with appropriate documentation such as the DD-214.
Editor’s Note. The author; CMSgt Noel Furniss is currently the CAWG Command NCO after completing
42 years in the armed services, with multiple tours of duty in Iraq. The “Chief” served with the Infantry
(Combat Action) and Air Wing in the Marine Corps, Search and Rescue in the Coast Guard, and retired
as the ‘Top Enlisted Defender (Security Forces)’ with Air Force Central Command. The Chief retired as a
Detective from the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Gang Unit and is also an instrument rated
pilot commuting daily for decades in his Beechcraft.
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CAWG Operations: Progress and Advancement
Lt. Col. Joe Brickman, CAP
CAWG Director of Operations
Operations within the
California Wing have never
been more active and striving
to advance. Fiscal Year 2017
was the year we advanced and
improved our technologies and
abilities to not only respond more
efficiently and timely, but while
doing so, also increase our situational awareness of our assets
and members responding to those
calls. We built and developed
new bonds with county, state, and
federal officials while performing our Missions for America
while solidifying older bonds to
be stronger than ever.
What did we actually do?
CAWG, as always, had a substantially high operational tempo
during FY 2017. We participated
in a total of 151 actual, training,
and annual missions throughout
the year. Of the 151 missions, 63
of them were actual, real-world,
A1 missions. There were also 29
Air Force Assigned (A5) training
missions, 22 AFJROTC/ROTC
orientation flight missions, and 5
flight clinics, just to name few.
To put this in perspective, Nevada
Wing had 63 total missions,
Oregon Wing had 65, Washington
Wing had 35, Hawaii Wing had
33, and Alaska Wing had 83 total
missions. CAWG participated
in almost twice the number of
missions from each of the other
individual wings within Pacific
Region – WAY TO GO CAWG!
Orientation flights was
another area CAWG excelled
in. We conducted 685.8 hours
of powered Cadet Orientation

flights. When you take an average
flight time of 0.8 hours per cadet,
CAWG flew 857 cadet orientation
flights during FY 2017. CAWG
also conducted 253 cadet glider
orientation flights between our
two glider bases within CAWG.
Great job to all our orientation
pilots!
What about advancements?
CAWG is leading the nation in
technology advancements when
it comes to operational needs and
functionality. We have increased
our Operational Security (OPSEC)
by incorporating Office365 into
Operations. Thanks to Maj. Steve
Groner, the use of PowerApps has
opened the door of information to
all members of CAWG, regardless of duty position. Now you
can locate a flight release officer,
find an incident commander (IC),
gather weight and balance and
contact information about any
aircraft in the wing, complete
the required CAWGF14 for e108
submissions and, when necessary,
find out who you need to call in
the case of reporting an incident
or accident, per the CAWG 62-2
supplement. You no longer have
to rely on trying to hunt for this
information. It’s now at your fingertips via your smartphone or
tablet.
Situational awareness is
another area that CAWG has
excelled in when it comes to
tracking our aircraft. CAWG has
upgraded to using the TRACS,
which is a Remote Aircraft
Tracking System. This upgrade,
thanks to both Majors Steve

Groner and Shane Terpstra, has
taken the information we receive
with our DeLorme tracking
units, and permits the use of FAA
sectional overlays and real-time
tracking; we have the ability
to determine what information
we want displayed during that
process. TRACS also allows the
operational staff to limit access
to making changes to the system;
this may save CAWG $1000+
a year in unnecessary expenses
related to unauthorized changes
to the account.
Another huge advancement
made in CAWG this past year
was the implementation of our
new missions alerting system
created by two members of Group
1—Maj. Charles Christian and 1st
Lt. Michael Liu:
• THEN. For those of you that
remember, the previous alerting
system required each member
to sign up to the system. If you
wanted to receive alerts from the
three regions (North, Central and
South) you had to sign up for each
one. There was also no way to
restrict alerts nor was there a way
to track our members responses
and make it easier for the IC or
resource unit leader (RUL) to create crews and needed resources.
• NOW. We have a user-friendly
alerting system that is broken
down by group, and then even
more, by specialty qualification.
Today, if the need is to locate a
Planning Section Chief (PSC),
then the alert may be selected
to only alert members that are
PSCs. This new system also has a
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process by which we can now see
and manage our availability that
much easier. You can also see, as
an individual member, what your
individual response averages have
been. This new alerting process
increased our responses to realworld missions and has greatly
reduced the workload of our ICs,
RULs, and Alerting Officers.
In addition to these advancements, we have begun to install
ADS-B transponders in our aircraft. This will give pilots and
crews a much better situational
awareness without being reliant on a ground based system. It
expands our awareness of other
aircraft that may be in the same
area, throughout the entire state
and not just in or near our metropolitan areas. This will become
standard for all new aircraft we
receive from this point forward.
Our Aerial Photography (AP)
folks have also made strides in
refining our training program and
expanding those that are qualified
to teach that program. We are no
longer reliant on a few members.
This will hopefully allow us to
expand the AP program to other
parts of the wing that have not
been so involved in the AP program. Capt. Don Eichelberger,
the head of our AP program, is
working closely with his team to
ensure our abilities in both Nikon
and VIRB cameras are universal throughout the state. FEMA
has been so impressed with our
AP abilities and the products we
produce that we are now the only
wing in the nation to be actively
testing a new, ortho-rectified camera system that mounts outside the
aircraft. We are currently using
this system over the fire-ravaged
areas of Northern California.
Communications is also doing

its part. We are building in more
interoperability between agencies
so we can work more closely with
our counties and be more effective in assisting them–especially
when it comes to highbird mission ability to talk with the county
search and rescue (SAR) ground
teams. We are also ensuring all
the aircraft have the ability to
plug in multiple radio types and
antennas for temporary use.
CAWG has 162 Form 5 pilots
between powered and glider
operations. This has kept our
Standardization and Evaluation
team busy. We have added new
check pilots and mission check
pilots to our ranks and expect to
add even in 2018. We are hoping
to have two National Check Pilot
Standardization Course (NCPSC)
pilots this upcoming year to
accommodate both our renewals
and new check pilots.
The CAWG Counter Drug
Program has been going strong.
Although we had some funding
limitations towards the end of
this past year, funding has been
secured to get us through this
entire current year. In addition,
Lt. Col. Jim Hottois and his team
are working to expand our CD
operations wherever possible.
Supporting all our operations missions are our aircraft.
This is no small task. Our Wing
Maintenance Officer and his team
are kept busy ensuring our aircraft
are fully mission capable at all
times. We know we have had
many maintenance issues with
our aircraft this past year. Many
of the problems stemmed from
delays in acquiring parts. Both
Capt. Cinnamon and myself have
hopefully worked out a process
that will, in the short term, speed
up this process and reduce the

down time of our aircraft. Many
of our older aircraft are getting
upgraded GPS units and they will
all, as mentioned earlier, will be
getting Automatic Dependent
Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS–
B) installed. We were just shy of
averaging 200 hours per aircraft.
This was mostly due to delays
in getting parts from national
and weather-related delays and
cancellations.
As for our missions expanding, along with our support of the
California Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services (CalOES), we
have had and will have missions
supporting the California Water
Resource Board, the United States
Coast Guard, California Rescue
Dog Association (CARDA), and
the California National Guard.
We are also part of the California
Air Coordination Group, which
helps coordinate air assets while
responding to major relief efforts,
such as the wildfires.
Although we have done so
many things in California this
past year, I’m not able to cover
them all here, but I hope everyone
in CAWG sees what we see in
Operations: CAWG has always
and will continue to lead the
way in Operations for CAWG,
Pacific Region, and the Nation.
The airmen of CAWG always
stand ready to do our part and to
support or Wing, our Region and
our Nation. We are ONE Civil Air
Patrol! Semper Vigilans!
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Recruitment and Retention: Are You
Asking the Right Questions?
2nd Lt. Robert G. Velker, CAP
California Wing Recruiting and Retention Officer
As with most nonprofit organizations, CAP
struggles to fulfill the potential of its volunteers. We
all know CAP faces competition for volunteers’ time
due to technological distractions, family dynamics,
episodic volunteerism, and today’s hectic lifestyles.
But perhaps the biggest challenge comes from the
emergence of the 21st century volunteer known as
the interpreneur—an internal employee with strong
entrepreneurial traits.

With the advent of the knowledge worker,
employees’ skills are more transportable, they are
not as dependent on their employers for job security
and advancement, and these “free agents” often
iteratively seek new and better places to sell their
knowledge-based skills. This has led to reduced
attention span and diminished commitments from an
entire generation of workers, and leaves nonprofit
organizations faced with a new breed of high-capacity volunteers who are ready and eager to volunteer
their skills, but require a more responsive and flexible management approach.
Arguably, the most influential business management authority of the last century was Peter F.
Drucker. For over six decades, he published some
of the world’s most profound observations and
predictions in the area of corporate leadership and
management skills. At the dawn of the 21st century,
as the workplace was being transformed into a whole
new culture, he noted:
In a few hundred years, when the history of our
time will be written from a long-term perspective,
it is likely that the most important event historians will see is not technology, not the Internet,

not e-commerce. It is an unprecedented change
in the human condition. For the first time — literally — substantial and rapidly growing numbers
of people have choices. For the first time, they
will have to manage themselves. And society
is totally unprepared for it. (Leader to Leader
Journal, Managing Knowledge Means Managing
Oneself, Peter Drucker, Spring 2000)
Managing volunteers will always feel like being
a cat wrangler – with no shortage of laser dots to
distract them from the task or mission at hand. All
the more reason we need to focus on providing our
volunteers with meaningful choices.
In recent
years, CAP has
experienced an
ever-growing
rate of turnover. Members
will join, get
excited, demonstrate an initial level of commitment, and then depart. This after
the organization has made a valuable investment in
their future. But the solution to retaining our volunteers is not simply keeping them well engaged. To
retain them we must first distinguish why it is they
are volunteering — not what brings you and I back,
but what is their reward.
For me, it is the thought I might one day rescue
a downed pilot. For you, it may be serving in a
disaster zone. Or making sure the cadets reach their
full potential. Whatever it may be, its measured by
how strongly you want to tell the world what you’ve
done.
The imperative thing is to know what drives your
members as individuals, and then lead them to selfdiscover the rewards they seek. Keep in mind that:
1. “Motivation is an inside job.” Volunteers are
driven by their reasons, not ours! We must find
out what those motivations are if we are going to
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inspire them.
2. We must cultivate an environment that stimulates
the inner motivation. Find out what “brass ring”
will hold their attention, and keep them focused
on it.
3. Figure out how that person defines success and
rewards, and show them the pathway to reach
their goals.
“Management is doing things right; leadership is doing the right things.” - Peter F.
Drucker
Everyone needs to be asking themselves: “What
is the best thing that could happen to me here?”
“What keeps me participating on a regular basis?”
“Am I getting closer to rescuing that downed pilot?”
“Will I be ready when he needs me?” “Am I reaching
my potential?”
With things in focus, it’s now the sense of
accomplishment that keeps them in the game. The
sense of making a difference. Of setting goals that
draw out greatness in ourselves and our team. And
this leads to even more bragging rights.
There are different types of motivators:
Held Together
by Surface
Tension.
Recruits are
quick to volunteer for an
organization
where it meets
their perceived needs. Those needs may be
based on business connections, friendship, or
social standing, but when the going gets tough,
they get going — out.
It’s convenient to embrace these kinds of volunteers as a win/win. The organization benefits
from getting a warm body, and there is a chance
they may grow into a bonafide contributor. But
we must all recognize they have a short attention
span.
Relational Rationality. Some people join due
to a friendship with an existing member, or for
the opportunity to make friends. Some, but not
many, will strongly rationalize their dedication
once the friendships are strong, but this may not
be the best basis for recruiting.

Employing a team of recruiters greatly increases
the sphere of influence. Two recruiters only
have a limited number of contacts; however,
a recruiting team of ten can produce hundreds
of potential members. Relational marketing is
one of the most effective marketing tools, and
investing in relationships is one of the strongest
reinforcements, but it must be reinforced with
substance.
Believing Is Seeing. A strong belief is a great
motivator. The recruit may believe that some
greater good will come from their involvement.
It may stem from a preconceived notion the
recruit had prior to joining, or it may be a growing awareness. The belief may excite only that
member, or maybe many. It may not even match
the mission of the organization — that’s okay, if
it excites and motivates the recruit. Oh, to have
people join your organization only to find new
ways they can contribute.
“Never forget that only dead fish swim with
the stream.” –Malcolm Muggeridge
In closing, the most important thing you can do
to recruit and retain members is to know yourself,
know your members, and have a strong emotional
reward system:
1. Find your own primary belief/passion/goal/cause
and share it with the group.
2. Extract from each member what their primary
passion is, and have them share it with the
group.
3. Make sure your unit has an interview process for
new members. If this team can identify a new
recruit’s passion on Day One, great! But if not,
get them thinking about their passion, and then
follow up again…and again.
4. Revisit these passions regularly and discuss them
often.
5. Repeat your mantra!
Burnout is a risk, and member retention is
a responsibility not just borne by the squadron
Recruiting and Retention Officer. All CAP members
need to reflect on and share their own passion for the
CAP experience, and continually “sell” the organization. These discussions should take place at every
meeting, and not just with new recruits.
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Bivouac in a Box: Training Cadets in
Emergency Services
Capt. Jennifer Davenport, CAP
When you move from a classroom environment to an outdoor wilderness, learning and
practicing new skills takes on a whole new aspect.
Twice a year, we take cadets and a few senior
members to the inner depths of the forest and set
up camp for the weekend. Tents, gear, food, and
plenty of enthusiasm allow our team to expose
cadets to experiences that may lie outside their
comfort zone, such as camping in the wilderness
for the first time, making friends with new cadets
from different squadrons, ongoing surprises like
weather changes from intense thunderstorms to
crisp snow fall, and training in survival and emergency services (ES) through daytime and nightfall
exercises.
First, for those cadets who are new or fairly
new to CAP, emergency services bivouac trainings
often lead to lifelong friendships because they
provide the opportunity to meet new cadets, to
bond during team building scenarios, and to learn
to be successful together. Cadets have the time
during the weekend to socialize over smores, share
success tips around the campfire, and demonstrate
the value of a natural setting for a change of pace.
Second, each new weekend bivouac brings

1st Lt. Eric Ferdinand Walters supervising cadets practicing
radio communications, mirror signaling, and tarp signals with
aircrew fly overs.
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Ground Team members searching for practice beacon.

new surprises and new challenges. The weather is
always our surprise card. From 105 degrees down
to 22 degrees with snow, we have experienced
it. Our most recent bivouac offered sporadic
thunderstorms with hail and a mini flash flood. It

Cadet Master Sgt. Alex Davenport teaching 24 hour pack
essentials and the secrets of packing light.

Cadet Lt. Col. Zoe Horton explaining map and compass
skills.

Bivouac city

was awesome! Sometimes cadets have never slept
outside before, never seen a large thunderstorm
or a deer quietly walking nearby, or haven’t
experienced a novel environment recently. As the
outdoor setting presents problems to be solved,
the cadets learn how to respond productively and
collaboratively so they can carry on with the task
at hand. Cadets learn how to lead, they learn team
building, they learn what it looks like and feels like
to help each other, and they experience the success
of moving forward together when an unexpected
event occurs.
Saving the best reason for last, our third reason
for having bivouacs highlights CAP’s public service role by providing ES training. Typically, we
have a full schedule of training from Friday eve-

ning to Sunday afternoon–both during the day and
night. Our goal for ES training includes training
more cadets and seniors in ES tasks, teaching them
how to respond in an emergency, become a ground
team or Urban Directional Finding (UDF) team
member, and contribute in CAP ES exercises and
missions. For those cadets wishing to be qualified
in ES, we expect them to bring a 24-hour pack,
pass the CAP General Emergency Services (GES)
exam, and have their unit commander’s prerequisite approval obtained before the bivouac begins.
This allows bivouac cadre to focus the training on
the remaining skills needed for the cadets to complete their qualification requirements. Bivouacs are
super sweet when we have the opportunity to pair
up with a local squadron who is holding a Search
and Rescue Exercise (SAREx),
where we can practice radio
communications and signaling
skills with their air crew. That is
the ultimate ES bivouac!
Every cadet bivouac is different and can be tailored to highlight many options that expose
cadets to all types of ES career
opportunities. The following
agencies and programs have provided speakers at our bivouacs:
• Our local Fire Department.
We handled the gear and the
heavy water hose (watch out
Cadet Commander!).

Ground Team 2 waiting to roll out for the next simulated find.

Continued on page 27 . . .
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California Wing Awards – 2017
SENIOR MEMBER - LIFETIME
Lt. Col. Mark Williams
SENIOR OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Lt. Col. Roger Dunn
CADET OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Capt. Nicole Khattar
CADET NCO OF THE YEAR
Cadet Chief Master Sgt. Amy Ross
PILOT OF THE YEAR
Maj. Stuart Oster
GROUND TEAM MEMBER OF THE YEAR
1st Lt. Frank Geelhaar
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER OF THE YEAR
2nd Lt. Gerald Camp
OBSERVER OF THE YEAR
1st Lt. Michael Liu
SENIOR CHAPLAIN OF THE YEAR
CH (Lt. Col.) Robert Harris
SQUADRON CHAPLAIN OF THE YEAR
Capt. AnnaMae Taubeneck
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
INSTRUCTOR
Lt. Col. Benjamin Edwards
AEROSPACE ED OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Maj. Zoe Morozko
FRANK BREWER AWARD (CATEGORY 2)
Maj. Zoe Morozko
SAFETY OFFICER OF THE YEAR
2nd Lt. Gerald Cosey
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER OF THE
YEAR
Capt. Michael Olson
SENIOR SQUADRON OF THE YEAR
San Diego Senior Squadron 57
CADET SQUADRON OF THE YEAR
San Diego Cadet Squadron 144
COMPOSITE SQUADRON OF THE YEAR
Bakersfield Composite Squadron 121

WING STAFF MEMBER OF THE YEAR
Lt. Col. Joseph A. Brickman
CADET PROGRAMS OFFICER OF THE
YEAR
1st Lt. Erick Ferdinandwalters
COUNTERDRUG OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Maj. James Redmon
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT OFFICER OF
THE YEAR
1st Lt. Brian Cole
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE YEAR
Maj. Craig Newton
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OFFICER OF THE YEAR
1st Lt. Wayne Reiter
COMMANDER OF THE YEAR
Lt. Col. Brett D. Dolnick
CALIFORNIA WING HALL OF HONOR
LT. COL. JAMES L. CRUM
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
AWARDED 2017
Brig. Gen. Larry Myrick
Certificate of Recognition for
Life-saving
Cadet Airman Sophia Stivers
Meritorious Service Award
Maj. Charles Christian
1st Lt. Michael Liu
Maj. Lani Cahill
Gill Robb Wilson Award
Tech. Sgt. Paul Barone - #3389
Maj. Paul Kubiak - #3418
Lt. Col. Grace Edinboro - #3465
Maj. Craig Newton - #3465
Maj. Neil Kuykendahl - #3473
Maj. Robert Sears - #3481
Lt. Col. Jacoba Sena - #3495
Lt. Col. Roger Dunn - #3506
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New Wing Alerting System
1st Lt. Michael Liu, CAP
On the evening of July 13, 2017, CAP emergency services (ES) personnel’s cellphones across
Northern California lit up with a simple text message, “Need DF aircraft and UDF vicinity of Vallejo.
Are you available?” Incident Commander (IC) Maj. David Wallace had just received notification from
the Coast Guard that an Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB) needed to be investigated.
Within seconds, the replies of “Yes” and “No” began flooding in, as IC Wallace watched on a real-time
web dashboard. Within minutes of the initial alert, a full aircrew and UDF team were formed, briefed, and
on their way. This was the inaugural mission of the new California Wing Alerting System, which over the
past months has ushered in a new age of ES mission readiness.
Despite the overnight transformation of mission resource alerting that July evening with real-time ES
alerts now being sent by text message, phone call, and email, the new California Wing Alerting System
was a project almost 2 years in the making. The system started as a grassroots effort by a single member,
1st Lt. Michael Liu at Santa Monica Clover Field Composite Squadron 51. 1st Lt. Liu himself had recently
obtained his Mission Observer and Transport Mission Pilot ratings, but was frustrated by how difficult it was
to participate in any mission crew. The old alerting process consisted of the IC sending multiple emails to
the entire Wing, but exclusively asking for “Full Crews only”. While this practice was borne out of necessity
– ICs do not have the time to manually pair individual crewmembers while coordinating with multiple agencies – this made it difficult for smaller squadrons and newer members to respond. From the IC’s perspective,
the process was also not working well. It often took multiple unanswered e-mails for hours and sometimes
even days to get a single full crew, even though there were many individual resources willing and able to
volunteer. And, of course, any delay in launching a search and rescue or other ES mission is undesirable
when lives and CAP’s reputation may be at stake. Clearly there was much room for improvement.
Working at the squadron-level in September 2015, 1st Lt. Liu first created a text-messaging system
which helped his squadron-mates share their own availability during an alert, acting basically as an
automated phone tree. While that worked well within a single CAP squadron, it still did not allow for
cooperation between squadrons or groups. At a local search and rescue exercise (SAREX) held in May
2016, 1st Lt. Liu learned from the Group 1 Deputy Commander Maj. Charles Christian about the difficulties experienced by an IC in the alerting process. In addition to the inability to form a full crew in a timely
manner, there were also problems with training and retention: “New members may face a five-month
delay before attending their first SAREX, and maybe another year to obtain their Mission Scanner rating.
Then they spend the next 6 months trying to participate in a mission, but can’t get onto a crew. In the end,
they feel their rating is useless and give up on ES altogether.” Together, 1st Lt. Liu and Maj Christian
set out to completely redesign a new end-to-end alerting system, mindful of the needs from both the
individual members and the CAWG ICs.
The proposed alerting system was to be designed with six criteria:
1. Single resource pairing. Members can respond as individuals, and assignments are performed by
mission staff. Members no longer need to personally know a full crew to participate.
2. Targeted alerting. Only members that hold a requested rating will be alerted. Members will no
longer be spammed by irrelevant alerts. ICs initiate alerts based on the required ES qualifications
and location of incident. If you are alerted, you are needed!
3. Automatic inclusion. Member ES qualifications are automatically updated nightly. There is no
need for members to add or remove themselves manually.
4. Breath of reach. Utilize multiple communication channels (phone, text message, e-mail) for
Continued on page 27 . . .
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Alerting System Cont. from page 25
reaching members to allow members to respond in their
preferred method. This supports widely available “low-tech”
methods as not all members have smartphones.
5. Transparency of assignments. Conference calling allows
everyone a voice for crew assignments. Tracking of response statistics ensures members are being selected fairly and efficiently.
6. Respect for volunteer time. Alerting and gathering availability is important, but so is releasing resources that aren’t needed
anymore. Using two-way messaging, the system handles both.
With these design criteria in mind, 1st Lt. Liu and Maj. Christian
spent the next 5 months programming a prototype system completely
from scratch. At the October 2016 CAWG Education Conference, 1st
Lt. Liu and Maj. Charles Christian demonstrated the alerting system
prototype to the wing ICs and the general ES membership. The
response was overwhelmingly positive and they were given approval
to implement the system wing-wide. Moving from prototype to full
production took an additional extensive period of development and
testing, but the new CAWG Alerting System was released wing-wide
this July 2017. As of December 31, 101 alerts for 31 missions have
been issued with over 15,000 individual messages sent using the alert
system. These alerts ran the entire gamut of CAP missions, including
ELT/EPIRB, missing aircraft, communications support, FEMA fire
survey, and aerial photography. The system has had a response rate
of over 70% and virtually every mission has been assigned a crew
within minutes of the first alert, as opposed to hours or days in the
past. Crews have been assembled not only between different squadrons, but also between different groups. The system has not only been
used for finding aircrew and UDF/ground teams, but also for critical
base staff assignments. In addition to improved ES response times,
cross-squadron and cross-group resource pairing has facilitated a
greater sense of wing-wide camaraderie and community. It’s now
easier to collaborate with fellow members once you’ve served on a
mission together.
Like a good pilot, the
alerting system is always
learning and improving with
the help of the constructive
feedback provided by our
ES community from Day
One. After all, the origins
of the alerting system itself began as a grassroots project seeking to
improve our process. As the alerting system continues to evolve, it
empowers our members to efficiently contribute their hard-earned
training and skills to the public safety of California and beyond.
Keep up your ES training and proficiency, as now more than ever
you may get the call (or text) to action!

Bivouac Cont. from page 21
• S a n D i e g o S e a rc h a n d
Rescue (SAR) team. They
landed a search and rescue
(SAR) helicopter near our
campsite and spoke in depth
about their responsibilities.
• CAP Drone Program. We
practiced our remote control
skills and discussed how
drones benefit missions;
• Search and Rescue Canine
Program. We hid a volunteer cadet, and the canine
found him;
• Mountain Man guest
speaker. He taught us “out
of the box” survival skills.
• Ground Team and UDF.
Most important, CAP ES
team leaders led skills
practice and testing in their
specialty.
To have fun, meet friends,
get outside, and learn ES skillswhat is better than that? Host
your own ES training bivouac
and prepare your members for
new challenges. Don’t know
where to start? Our U.S. Forest
Service is a great place to identify
isolated areas to camp. Church
camps and Boy Scout and Girl
Scout camps are available also.
Drive around your area and talk
to a rancher about using a field
on their property. The community supports ES preparations.
Outside overnight bivouacs with
local and CAP ES experts are
the ultimate learning experience! Go out there and make it
happen. It is an experience your
cadets will never forget and will
come back wanting more!
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A Day in the Life of an IC
A Behind the Scenes Look at the Incident
Commander’s Role in a Disaster Relief Mission
1st Lt. Karin Hollerbach, CAP
Editor’s Note: This “Day in the Life” snapshot of the IC role is the first in a series intended to highlight
some of the vocational opportunities available to CAP members.
Have you ever wondered what an Incident Commander (IC) actually does during a mission? I have!
Serving on a CAP disaster relief mission may provide glimpses of the IC in action, but the focus on
performing our own job under pressure doesn’t leave much time for speculating about the specifics of the
IC’s job. So, after participating in the recent FEMA mission, I asked!
Following the October 2017 wildfires in both Southern and Northern California, the California Wing
(CAWG) was called upon by the U.S. Air Force (USAF) to assist the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) with damage assessment. In the Northern California part of this mission, I was privileged to work with three out of the four ICs that led it at various times, including Lt. Col. Ray Peterson
(Group 5), Maj. David Wallace (San Diego Senior Squadron 57, Group 8), Maj. Jacqueline Tubis (Group
2), and Maj. Steven DeFord (Oakland Squadron 188, Group 2). Each of the ICs were happy to share a lot
of useful and interesting information about what is involved in being an IC on such a complex, long-lasting mission.

Maj. Steven DeFord Credit:
Maj. Noel Luneau

Maj. David Wallace Credit:
Capt. Mike Sullivan

Maj. Jacqueline Tubis

Lt. Col. Ray Peterson Credit:
Lt. Col. Juan Tinnirello

Some missions start with little warning; for others, there’s a bit of lead-time prior to the official call.
Many of us watched the progress of firefighters as they battled simultaneous blazes, wondering if CAWG
would be asked to assist. Maj. DeFord was the initial IC and got a phone call late at night from Maj. Jon
Wordsworth, the CAWG Search and Rescue (SAR) Officer, to indicate that the mission was being opened.
That phone call gave a 12-hour head start on one of the big initial jobs as the IC: According to Maj.
DeFord, “the biggest priority for the beginning of the mission was identifying and spinning up resources
– finding a base, base staff, and getting field crews identified.” The initial incident command post (ICP)
selected was a temporary one, created specifically for this mission, at Livermore Airport (KLVK); subsequently, Maj. Wallace moved the ICP to Riverside Airport (KRAL), for the Southern California portion
of the mission.
Once activities are underway, a “day in the life of an IC” may vary depending on operational tempo
– high-tempo vs. low-tempo – each very different from an IC’s perspective. During high-tempo operations
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(with 4 to 7 aircraft and fully staffed), an IC’s day might consist of arriving at the ICP at 06:30 or earlier to
open the base, coordinate efforts of staff, and monitor operations. Even though aircrews on photography
missions typically don’t launch until mid-morning, planning and other operational activities begin hours
before then. The IC is also generally the last to leave, often late in the evening.
After the afternoon sorties are launched, the IC’s staff move on to reaching an agreement between the
Planning Section and the Operations Section on the objective of the next day’s sorties. Work also commences on generating the Incident Action Plan (IAP) for the next operational period and on briefing the
next IC, if there is to be a transition. Some of the base staff’s activities depend on the results brought back
by aircrews. Because this mission product may involve thousands of photographs, the review, assessment
of coverage/adequacy, and planning of the next day’s objectives may take many hours. The day ends with
a quick debrief of the base staff to identify any necessary changes to the next day’s operations, approval
of the IAP, and submission of the situational report (SITREP) to the USAF.
During low-tempo operational periods, there may be as few as a single airplane and only one or two
sorties per day. These slow periods allow the IC to prepare the ICP a bit later and focus on reviewing
the product from the previous day’s sorties to assure adequate coverage and identify any that need to be
re-flown. Where this may otherwise have been performed by an Air Operations Branch Director (AOBD),
the IC may have time to brief and debrief the aircrew. The time during sorties is spent identifying resources
for the following day–aircraft, aircrews, replacement base staff, etc.
Regardless of tempo, the operational period (which for CAWG usually lasts one day) usually starts
with a staff meeting to review plans for the day, discuss the weather and any specific challenges, followed
by a general briefing and getting the first sorties launched. Frequently, the IC then moves into setting
objectives for the next day so that the Planning Section can translate them into operational plans that
reflect an understanding of the incident status and resources needed. From there, the IC might review
the Web Mission Information Reporting System (better known as WMIRS) information to ensure all the
appropriate information is being uploaded to the mission files and track the status of the mission budget.
Maj. Wallace summed up the overall goal of the FEMA support mission as, “safely photograph all targets.” This means that, regardless of the operational tempo, an IC’s predominant goals in each operational
period are to 1) get everyone out and back safely and 2) make some forward progress daily.
Maj. Tubis pointed out differences between the IC’s job for a SAR and for a disaster relief (DR) mission: “A DR mission is heavy on front-end planning, but then we know what we have to do and my focus
as IC is more on the operations side – optimizing the execution plans, tracking completion statistics, solving issues with image processing, and the myriad issues that arise during the day. With a SAR mission,
my focus is more on the investigation and planning side to determine search strategy, set objectives and
continuously update plans given current information and prior search efforts, so the objectives for each
operational period are more dynamic.” The skills needed for the IC position are gained through experience in previous operations positions, such as, AOBD, Planning Section Chief (PSC), Operations Section
Chief (OSC), etc.
Some of the challenges mentioned by the four ICs include:
• Finding and integrating adequate resources. For the Northern California part of the mission, ICs
pulled aircrews from as far south as Camarillo in an effort to fly all the grids. A few staff resources,
such as the Finance and Admin Section Chief (FASC) are able to work remotely; however, most
are needed onsite at the ICP for the mission. Because of the heavy demands on personnel, on some
days there was almost complete turnover in staff from one operational period to the next. While
the Incident Command System (ICS) is designed to handle this, setting up a smooth handoff creates
challenges for the IC and his/her staff.
• Inter-agency liaison. For this mission, a liaison role was needed, especially to ensure noninterference with fire crews in the Temporary Flight Restriction (TFR) areas around the fires. The temporary
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ICP also presented challenges: although airport staff are extremely helpful when we hold exercises
at KLVK, they did need some of the space that we were occupying. They were, after all, managing
the ongoing functions of a Class D airport.
• Shifting priorities. On some days, establishment of TFRs meant that lower priority photographs
had to be taken first, due to flight restrictions in the otherwise higher priority areas. Another change
occurred when FEMA asked CAWG to provide flights over the disaster area for seven FEMA and
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers personnel. Aircraft and pilots had to be arranged for that day to fly to
Mather and fly the personnel to view the fire damage. With already stretched resources, this meant
that no photographic sorties could be flown on that day.
• Training of aircrews. Due to CAP’s dependence on part-time volunteers, the heavy training
demands imposed on these volunteers, and the specialized expertise required for certain mission
elements, the training and experience level of available crews was inconsistent.
• Avoiding staff exhaustion and burnout. This large and complex wildfire mission continued for
many days with little respite, challenging CAWG’s ability to provide qualified and rested volunteers
who would be available during the workweek as well as weekends. In service to the mission, some
staff needed to stay overnight, away from their own homes and families.
• Rapidly evolving aerial photography technology. Two advanced photographic technologies were
used for the FEMA mission, the externally-mounted Garmin VIRB® and Aeroptic® systems. With
the VIRB high-end action sports camera, CAP selects and uploads the photos to FEMA’s website. In
contrast, the Aeroptic system performs the upload automatically once the Aeroptic aircraft computer
is connected to the Aeroptic ground computer. However, CAWG had no previous experience using
both systems in an operational environment as the Aeroptic® device was still under evaluation and
requires very specialized and exacting flying techniques. In addition, most of CAWG’s airborne
photography (AP) rated members have been trained to use Nikon cameras, which have a whole
different set of requirements. Keeping aircrew and base staff training up to date with evolving
technology is a continuing challenge.
On some missions, our customers provide objectives and requirements that are both clear and detailed.
At other times, they are less specific. For the FEMA mission, the ICs received a map of locations where
FEMA needed photographic documentation, but the priority targets, image resolution, and many other
details were left up to CAP. For example, an IC challenge for the Southern California sorties was how
best to photograph 183 different 1km by 1 km targets. Such challenges bring commensurate rewards.
According to Lt. Col. Peterson, “Satisfaction for the IC comes in working a plan with great staff and seeing it finally come together. And the positive feedback from customers about the flights over the disaster
area was great.”
Most of these four ICs on the recent FEMA mission have been serving in this capacity for one or two
years, although Lt. Col. Peterson has been a CAP IC since CAP adopted the Incident Command System
– and as a Senior Mission Coordinator for about 10 years before that. IC training is long and demanding, as
CAP requires future ICs to hold Air Operations (or Ground) Branch Director (AOBD or GBD), Planning
Section Chief (PSC), Operations Section Chief (OSC), and other ratings, and then to run many missions
and exercises under the mentoring of senior ICs prior to being awarded the Level 3 (Basic) IC rating. The
training alone is a multi-year process in recognition of the level of responsibility placed on an IC in a real
mission. More information on the requirements for an IC rating may be found in CAPR 35-6.
Thanks to all of our dedicated CAWG ICs for their commitment to ongoing training and mission
readiness, and special thanks to these four ICs from the recent wildfire mission described in the last
issue of Bear Facts. I further thank them for taking the time to help the rest of us understand some of the
complexities involved in their job.
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STEM Kits on the Move
Lt. Col. Kenneth Endrizzi, CAP
The February 2017 Cadet
Programs Conference (CPC)
was a perfect opportunity for the
California Wing (CAWG) to roll
out our new, innovative, pre-assembled, mobile Science Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM)
kits. Most CAWG squadrons are
familiar with STEM kits that can
be ordered from CAP National
Headquarters one-at-a-time. The
CAWG AE staff has created a
mobile display concept involving
all available STEM kits–initially
only eight, but now there are a
total of fifteen kits in the mobile
display. Two Mobile STEM Kit Lt. Col. Roger Dunn and Lt. Col. Endrizzi prepare to meet the public at
Display (MSKD) sets have been
Aerospace and Aviation Days. Photo credit Lt. Col. Robert Olea
created, one at Group 5, available
from Squadron 14 in Sacramento, and another set
back with the STEM kits to Los Angeles to supof fifteen kits supported by Group 1, located in
port the National Science Teachers Association
Los Angeles. During 2017 the CAWG Aerospace Conference. There, over 2000 teachers from
Education (AE) team conducted over 16 different
across the nation attended and enjoyed seeing the
AE events using the Mobile STEM Kit Displays.
latest CAP STEM displays. The teachers were so
We deployed the new MSKD at the 25 March
excited that over 90 California teachers signed up
Los Angeles County Airshow, then on 27 March
to become new Aerospace Education Members
at the Aerospace and Aviation Days at the State
(AEM). That was a 72 percent increase in the numCapitol in Sacramento. The next day our Wing
ber of California AEMs. Teachers were especially
Director of Aerospace Education (DAE) raced
excited about the price for the STEM kits – free!
At the State Capitol Aerospace and Aviation

Mobile STEM Kit Display with boxes ready for deployment
from Squadron 14 in Sacramento.

CAP Mobile STEM Kit Display at the Los Angeles County
Airshow in March 2017 at Fox Field.
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Cadets flying STEM kit RealFlight simulators
during the 2017 Aerospace Education
Summer Camp.

Raspberry Pi STEM kit on display–an
excellent platform for computer programming.
Photo credit Lt. Col. Ken Endrizzi

Days event, state legislators and the public learned
about the CAP AE mission and how STEM can benefit youth. Squadron 85 from Placerville provided
a color guard for the event, and Lt. Col. Michael
Prusak took the microphone to explain the significant value of CAP to the California aviation industry. Attendees got a chance to engage directly with
cadets, our new STEM kits, and CAP leadership.
The 2018 goal is to have each of CAWG’s eight
groups assemble their own mobile kits so that local
units can support events and airshows in their own
local area. The STEM kits are intended to inspire
students through a collaborative and hands-on
experience in which they gain understanding of
scientific and engineering concepts. By building
and operating the kits, cadets and school students
can visualize how elements combine in a system
to make it perform a useful function. Look for AE/
STEM training workshops throughout the Wing to
learn how STEM kits can help you and your unit
make a positive difference in the community.
Cadets and youth who visited our mobile
STEM kit displays love to operate the robotic
arm, fly our flight simulators, and manipulate
the hydraulic engineering devices. The following functional types of MSKD sets are
presently available:
• Astronomy. Explore the use of optics, study the
properties of light, and gain an understanding
of the electromagnetic spectrum as we observe
celestial bodies. This is a good starting point to
delve into the NASA Great Observatory Program
and multi-national astronomical projects.
• Flight Simulators. Multiple STEM kits assist in
the study of force and motion, as well as in the
development of manipulative skills. Microsoft

Cadet Airman Chris Sanchez launching STEM
Kit Calypso model aircraft during 2017 AESC.

Flight Simulator and RealFlight simulator programs provide tactile and manipulative learning
to engage those interested in aviation. Related
kits are the model aircraft radio control (MARC)
Calypso and the ready-to-fly quadcopters.
• Engineering, Design, and Systems Support.
Several STEM kits involve the study of design
and manufacturing processes, space probe operation, or work in the space environment. Tactile
and manipulative learning is available through
activities in robotics, hydraulic engineering,
electronic circuit assembly, renewable energy,
and intermediate math and geometry kits.
• Computer Programming. Multiple STEM kits
rely upon computer programming components.
These kits have virtually unlimited applications in the aerospace industry. Development
of software skills are essential to robotics and
a primary focus for the circuitry kits. Whether
using a series of small single-board computers, a
standard computer, or a mobile device, these kits
promote exploration and development of basic
computer science skills.
The U.S. Air Force has sophisticated resources
to maintain superiority both within the atmosphere
and in the space environment. The Air Force
relies upon airmen able to operate and maintain
sophisticated weapons systems to assure our
freedom and sovereignty. Cadets and students have
a vested interest in our national defense and need
to understand how personal decisions can affect
future career choices and strengthen our nation.
CAP STEM resources help expand technical skills
and understanding of technology toward future
careers in STEM-related fields.
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CAPabilities and Aircraft

Squadron 121 cadet salutes the graves at Bakersfield National Cemetery.

Wreaths Across America
Wreaths Across America
(WAA) is held annually in
December at Arlington National
Cemetery, as well as at 1200
additional locations in the U.S.,
at sea, and abroad, to remember
and honor the lives of veterans.
It involves the laying of remembrance wreaths on their graves
and the act of saying each veteran’s name aloud. CAP is WAA’s
largest sponsor. Some highlights
of the 2017 CAWG participation
include:
• Squadron 121 was greeted

Squadron 157 members pose at the Veterans Memorial Cemetery in Sonoma.
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by the House Majority
Leader, Congressman
Kevin McCarthy, and by
Bakersfield Mayor Karen
Goh.
• Squadron 157 placed a
wreath on the grave of the
furthest west revolutionary war soldier, and also
escorted three Goldstar
families as they placed
wreaths.
• Squadron 56 heard words
written by Gen. George
Washington about the
Wreaths placed by Squadron 23 (Group 5) at Veterans Memorial Grove Cemetery
in Yountville. Photo by Capt. Dave Nicholson

importance of recognizing and remembering
those who fought for our freedom.
• Squadron 47’s Cadet Commander Connor
Hamnquist played Amazing Grace on the
bagpipes.

Under crossed swords, Cadet Airman Myles Shaw (Sq 56)
approaches a gravesite to lay a wreath at Memory Gardens
Memorial Park, Brea. Photo by Capt. Jeff Goeggel

Skyhawk Squadron 47 (Group 8) places wreaths at Miramar
National Cemetery. Photo by Yvonne Hamnquist
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• San Diego Cadet Squadron 144 completed its
seventh year supporting WAA, during which
they also arrived two hours early to help
prepare the ceremonial site.

Squadron 144’s Cadet Master Sgt. Adam Volkman salutes a
departed veteran at Ft. Rosecrans National Cemetery.

